Lm317 wiring diagram

The power supply received at the load end or consumer end has fluctuations in the voltage
levels due to irregular loads or based condition of the local power grid. These voltage
fluctuations may lead to the reduction of the lifespan of the electrical and electronic appliances
of the consumer or damage to the loads. So, it is required to protect loads from over and under
voltages or need to provide a constant voltage to the loads and to maintain stability in system
voltage using the regulation technique. Voltage regulation can be defined as maintaining
constant voltage or maintaining the voltage level of a system within acceptable limits over a
wide range of load conditions and thus, voltage regulators are used for voltage regulation. For
linear voltage regulation, and occasionally adjustable LM voltage regulator is used wherein the
non-standard voltage is intended. The voltage regulation in a power supply system can be
achieved using an electrical or electronic device called as voltage regulators. There are different
types of voltage regulators such as Fixed voltage regulators and Variable voltage regulators.
These are again subdivided into many types as Electronic voltage regulators,
Electro-mechanical regulators, Automatic voltage regulators, linear voltage regulators,
Switching regulators, LM voltage regulators, Hybrid regulators, SCR regulators, and so on.
Dobkin and Robert J. Widlar while they worked at the National Semiconductor in It is a
three-terminal-adjustable-voltage regulator and is easy to use because to set the output voltage
it requires only two external resistors in the LM voltage regulator circuit. It is majorly used for
local and on-card regulation. If we connect a fixed resistor between the output and adjustment
of the LM regulator, then the LM circuit can be used as a precision current regulator. The three
terminals are input pin, output pin, and adjustment pin. The LM circuit is shown in the below
figure is a t y pical configuration of the LM voltage regulator circuit diagram including the
decoupling capacitors. The circuit consists of a low-side resistor and high-side resistor
connected in series forming a resistive voltage divider which is a passive linear circuit used to
produce an output voltage which is a fraction of its input voltage. Decoupling capacitors are
used for decoupling or to prevent undesired coupling of one part of an electrical circuit from
another part. To avoid the effect of noise caused by some circuit elements over the remaining
elements of the circuit, the decoupling capacitors in the circuit are used for addressing the
input noise and output transients. A heat sink is used with the circuit to avoid the components
getting overheated due to more power dissipation. There are some special features of the LM
regulator and a few are as follows:. The LM regulator can provide excess output current and
hence with this capacity, it is conceptually considered as an operational amplifier. The
adjustment pin is the inverting input of the amplifier and to produce a stable reference voltage
of 1. The output pin voltage can be continuously adjusted to a fixed amount using a resistive
voltage divider between the output and ground, which will configure the operational amplifier as
a non-inverting amplifier. A bandgap reference voltage is used to produce constant output
voltage irrespective of the changes in supply power. It is also called a temperature-independent
reference voltage frequently used in integrated circuits. An error term is added because some
quiescent current flows from the adjustment pin of the device. For achieving more stable
output, the LM voltage regulator circuit diagram is designed such that to make the quiescent
current less than or equal to micro Ampere. Thus, in all practical cases, the error can be
ignored. If we replace the low-side resistor of the divider from the LM voltage regulator circuit
diagram with the load, then the resulting configuration of the LM regulator will regulate the
current to a load. The output current is the voltage drop of reference voltage across the
resistance RH and is given as. Linear regulators naturally draw much current as they supply.
The power produced due to the multiplication of this current with the voltage difference
between the input and output will be dissipated and wasted as heat. Due to this, heat is required
to be considered for significant design and leads to inefficiency. If the voltage difference
increases, then the power wasted will increase, and sometimes this dissipated waste power will
be more than the supplied power. Even though this is insignificant, but as the linear voltage
regulators with a few additional components is a simple way to obtain stable voltage, so, we
must accept this trade-off. The switching voltage regulators are alternative for these linear
regulators as these switching regulators are generally more efficient, but they require more
number of components to design and thus need more space. Hope this article gives a brief
about the LM voltage regulator circuit with working. Furthermore, for any clarifications
regarding the voltage regulators and their applications , you can feel free to contact us by
posting your comments or queries in the comment section below. Hi Magaji bala There are
many articles based on voltage regulators. Please refer in our blog once for your requirement.
What is the Voltage Regulator? Share This Post: Facebook. I have tried the LM and therefore
wanted to try this one also. LM is a positive-voltage regulator with an adjustable voltage range
from 1. It can supply greater than 1. In most of the applications, due to irregular loads, the
output voltage produced has fluctuations in it which can lead to damaging loads. Therefore,

voltage regulators are used. The main function of the LM IC is to maintain the constant and
stable voltage at the output. It is used for linear regulation. These diagrams show the pinout of
all types. However, the functionality of all pins is the same for each type. It is 3 terminal device
used for linear regulation of the output. The details of pins are as under:. This picture shows a
functional block diagram of the adjustable voltage regulator. As you can see from the block
diagram that it has built-in over temperature and over current protection circuits. This IC is
intended for use in a regulation of variable voltages. It can be used for multiple purposes. It can
be used as a fixed voltage regulator, AC voltage regulator, current limiter, Battery charger, local
and on-card regulation. It has one drawback that during regulation its voltage drop to about 2.
The LM IC develops and maintains 1. Its output can be adjusted by connecting a network of two
resistors externally between the output pin and adjust the input pin. The two decoupling
capacitors are connected in a circuit. They are used to remove the undesired coupling and
avoid the effect of noise. To use it is a variable regulator, we have connected a potentiometer at
the adjustable pin. By changing the value of a potentiometer, you can obtain the desired voltage
at the output. This is a simple example circuit using an LM voltage regulator. We need only two
external resistors. However, we can also use capacitors to avoid voltage variations at the input
and output terminals. These capacitors help to remove ripples from output voltage. The output
voltage of this circuit depends on resistor R1 and R2. The equation for calculating output
voltage will be:. The components can overheat due to more power dissipation. For this reason,
a heat sink is used to protect the IC from overheating. The external capacitors can discharge
due to the low current of the regulator. Therefore, in some applications, protection diodes are
added which prevent the capacitors from discharging. The Diode D1 protects the capacitor from
discharging during an input short circuit while Diode D2 is used to protect CAdj by providing a
low-impedance discharge path during an output short circuit. The output voltage is 7. You can
also verify the results by putting resistors values in the formula given above. We design
simulation in proteus using the library. This simulation shows the variation in output voltage
according to a change in R2 resistor value. The dimensions of the 3 pin T package are given
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Non-necessary. Have you ever tried to design a battery charger which charges the battery
automatically when battery voltage is below the specified voltage? This article explains you how
to design an automatic battery charger. Below charger automatically shut off the charging
process when battery attains full charge. This prevents the deep charge of the battery. If the
battery voltage is below the 12V, then circuit automatically charges the battery. Circuit Diagram
of Automatic Battery Charger. The main supply voltage V, 50Hz is connected to the primary
winding of the center tapped transformer to step down the voltage to V. The output of the
transformer is connected to the Diodes D1, D2. This process is also called as rectification. Thus
the output of the capacitor unregulated Dc voltage. The output voltage of this voltage regulator
is variable from 1. The output voltage of this voltage regulator is varied by varying the pot 10k
which is connected to the adjust pin of LM Lm voltage regulator output is applied to the battery
through the diode D5 and resistor R5. Here diode D5 is used to avoid the discharge of battery
when main supply fails. When battery charges fully, the zener diode D6 which connected in
reverse bias conducts. Now base of BD NPN transistor gets the current through the zener so
that the total current is grounded. In this circuit green LED is used for indicating the charge of
the battery. Resistor R3 is used to protect the green LED from high voltages. At this time zener
diode D6 will not conduct because battery takes all the current for charging. When the battery
voltage rises to Now the base of the transistor gets the sufficient current to turn on so that the
output current from LM voltage regulator is grounded through the transistor Q1. As a result Red
LED indicates the full of charge. The output voltage of the battery charger should be less than 1.
Battery charger should have over voltage protection, short circuit protection and reversed

polarity protection. NOTE : Also get an idea about how to build a battery charging level indicator
circuit? An Automatic Battery Charger Circuit for sealed lead acid batteries is mentioned in this
project. It is a pulsed-charger type circuit which helps in increasing the life of batteries. The
working of this circuit is explained below. LM acts as voltage regulator and current controlling
device. The 15V Zener diode is used to set the LM to supply LM acts as a comparator and
voltage follower. LM is used to supply a reference voltage of 2. When the charge in the battery
reaches This will make the output of go high. As a result Red LED glows and the transistor is
turned on. When the charge in the battery falls below An automatic battery charger circuit using
SCR is implemented in this project. It can be used to charge 12V batteries. Batteries with
different potentials like 6V and 9V can also be charged by choosing appropriate components.
The working of the circuit is as follows. The DC output is a pulsating DC as there is no filter
after the rectifier. This is important as SCR stops conducting only when the supply voltage is 0
or disconnected from supply and it is possible only with pulsating DC. When the charge on the
battery is almost full, it opposes the flow of current and the current starts to flow via R5. This is
filtered with C1 and when the potential reaches 6. The Red LED is turned on indicating a full
charge on the battery. Hi to charge a 5 volt batt. All what you need is to change the circuit to 5
volt output and it come on different circuit. Your goal at that time is to maintain lower
temperature which will not damage yr. So different circuit is recommended. I have built your
battery charger above but it did not work as it should for some reason. I have noticed it only in
video. Pleas help! I always get around Vin â€” 1. Something seems wrong in the circuit. Laptop
battery need around V at 3 to 4A. So these circuits would not be very useful. Laptop charging
circuit can be designed using XL Hi , I am just curious to know if this could be used to charge 2
12 volt slap batteries in series with the input voltage coming from the pedaling of a bicycle
connected to a motor with the polarities reversed in order to create voltage. Would this be able
to work if my input voltage to the circuit was a varying DC voltage? Any help would be
appreciated. I am trying to design a circuit to charge 2 12 volt 10aH sla batteries using the
power from bicycle pedaling,. Assuming we are connecting a discharged Lead Acid battery.
This would forward bias the SCR1 since cathode is at zero voltage as battery output is zero. At
this stage since the internal resistance of a battery is in the range of milli ohm. Is there
something I am missing here? Hi Is there any way to change the minimum and maximum
voltage of Battry??? Plz help me. I have connected everything correctly. However when I am
connecting the battery green light is glowing and also both led is getting on when I am giving
the power supply. The output voltage is getting fixed to 8. I adjusted d preset but no response.
Pls, what do I do? Hello, Thank you very much for sharing such knowledge. I always use
components from old electronic devices. Thank you for your time and interest. I added a 4N35
to control the charge of my battery when there is no power from the wind and the sun. I can
send you the circuit. Thank you very much for such circuit giving me the chance to build my
charge control. This battery charger is safety or not? Please reply urgently, thank you,. The Pot
did nothing to regulate the output voltage. Hellow brother,can i use the circuit above to charge
twelve volt battery and to supply my simple traffic light control system using timer and counter
ic???? I fixed that, there was a crack in my veroboard. Can i use BC transistor instead of BD ?
Hi, I found some variations of resistors between your video and schematic diagram. I have
constructed this charger. I have found the following problems. Pls sir, I want to charge my 12
volt battery and I want to use small generator I better pass my neighbor how to connect it. Your
email address will not be published. Comments hi, i want to charge nokia bl-5c battery. I made
this circuit but it is giving max 8 v output What should i do. Nice circuit! Battery charger Using
SCR. I want ask you plz about if the circuit work properly with you? The value of resisters and
zener varies from schematic to your you tube video. Kindly Help. Hi this article is very
informative thanks for sharing keep up the good work. Best Regards. Leave a Reply Cancel
reply Your email address will not be published. Change Ad Consent. In the event, we need to
build a variable DC power supply that output of 1A and can adjust up to about 30V. It has an
adjustable 3-terminal positive voltage regulator designed to supply more than 1. LMT on TO
output 1. If the power supply filter has distance from IC-regulator too much. Tt should insert Ci
to lower noise before IC-input. Next in the figure circuit. The Co is not needs if you do not
high-efficiency, but we put it better. It will keep lower an output ripple. For example, you need 4.
But you do not have them. How to do? You have only LM and a lot of resistors. Yes, It can use it
instead. While The LM is running. It is so hot. Though it has an over-temperature cut-out. But we
do not need it hot. We always install the heat sink. Someone ask me. How much should you use
the smallest heat sink? I found this site good with the LM heat sink calculator. I always try to
make Electronics Learning Easy. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your
comment data is processed. Table of Contents Show All. Apichet Garaipoom I love the
electronic circuits. I will collect a lot of circuit electronics to teach my son and are useful for

everyone. Next Post What is Zener diode? Its principle working and example usage. Notify of.
Inline Feedbacks. Load More Comments. Type your text and hit enter to search. Close Menu. I
can also monitor the output voltage on the digital voltmeter, connected with the circuit. I can
use this circuit as a variable DC power supply for different electronics projects. Please refer to
this circuit diagram for the LM adjustable DC power supply. I have explained all the features of
the LM variable voltage regulator with practical experiments, like an LED dimmer, motor speed
controller, etc. Before designing the PCB, I have made the circuit on the breadboard for testing.
The maximum current limit for this circuit is 1. The input voltage will be always greater than the
output voltage, as the LM is a linear voltage regulator. Download the PCB layout and print it on
A4 page. Then stick the layout on Zero PCB and place the components as mentioned. For the
online instant quote page please visit â€” pcbway. You can place an order as per your
requirement. For more details please visit the following articles. Connect the step-down
transformer. Then connect the primary and secondary of the transformer as mentioned in the
circuit. Please take proper precautions while working with the high voltage V or V AC. The
Adjustable LM power supply is ready. The maximum current limit is 1. Please share your
feedback on this mini-project and also let me know if you have any queries. It is best to take
part in a contest for top-of-the-line blogs on the web. I dont know whats wrong,right after the in
diode rectifier bridge,its giving 15 volts, but when i chk the voltage before lm V in its giving 0.
What can be the problem? Please check for any loose connections. Also, watch the following
video, it will give you a clear idea about different LM circuit. Save my name, email, and website
in this browser for the next time I comment. Download PCB Layout. Download Gerber File.
Tags: electronics project , LM , mini projects. Haseeb Nassar 11 Jan Reply. Thank you for
publishing this awesome article. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Comment. Enter your name or
username to comment. Enter your email address to comment. Enter your website URL optional.
Close Menu. Note: The heat exchanger or heatsink plate also acts as an output terminal due to
its internal connection with the center pin. I have also added an image to make sure you fully
understand the pin numbers for LM LM has a wide input range of 4. The minimum possible
difference between the input and output voltage is 3V, anything below that and output may start
to fluctuate unpredictably. Maximum possible voltage differential is 40V. With a decent sized
heatsink, LM can output up to 1. Regulator Circuit I am adding a circuit diagram of a very basic
voltage regulator circuit using LM which is extremely simple and it can even be built without a
PCB or bread board. You can fit lm upside down on a heatsink and solder the resistor directly
on the top of its pins. The variable resistor can be connected to the LM using wires and can be
placed anywhere you want. If you are fitting this circuit inside a box then you should drill a hole
on front of your box and place the variable resistor in that hole with a plastic nob outside to
adjust the regulated output voltage. You can also replace variable resistor with a fixed resistor
in case you need fixed output voltage. For example, you can get a 5. You can use following
formula to calculate which resistors to use and what output voltage you will you get. Current
Limiter Circuit In the image below you can see a very precise yet very simple circuit which limits
current to a value determined by R1 resistor. I have found this circuit surprisingly accurate and
even comparable to some pretty professional current limiting power supplies. Please note that
LM itself is pretty accurate however the R1 resistor should be big enough to not heat too much
otherwise the heat may result in changing the value of resistance slightly which will result in
changing current by a few milliamps. For example, a 3. You can use following formula to
calculate output current. Yes, but just for very light loads and you will also need to monitor the
operating temperature of LM so that It does not exceed C. In my experience, if your application
has a heat dissipation of less than 1W then there is a good chance that you can use the IC
without a heatsink plate. However please note that continuous use of LM near its maximum
operating temperature can alter its die and reduce its life span. I assume LM still has short
circuit protection while being used as a current limiting device. Does it? Genius: Mark LM, when
used as current limiter, will keep supplying the current even if you short the output however it
should have a decent sized heatsink in that case. As long as the current flowing through lm is
less than 1. After 1. Research Cell Free Collecton of Information. LM Output Voltage Calculation
Formula You can also replace variable resistor with a fixed resistor in case you need fixed
output voltage. Posted or Updated On: Aug 24, Comments: 1. Mark I assume LM still has short
circuit protection while being used as a current limiting device. Whenever we need a constant
and specific value of voltage without fluctuation we use voltage regulator IC. They provide a
fixed regulated power supply. We have 78XX , , etc series voltage regulators for positive power
supply and 79XX for negative power supply. With a small circuitry attached with LM we can get
variable voltage up to 37v with 1. The LM IC helps in current limiting, thermal overload
protection and safe operating area protection. It can also provide float operation for High
voltage application. If we disconnect the adjustable terminal still LM will helpful in Overload

protection. This is also a Pb-free device. We can provide input voltage in the range of 3vv DC
and i t can give output voltage of 1. These two resistors works as voltage divider circuit used to
increase or decrease the output voltage. We can adjust the Vout through this pin, by connecting
to resistor divider circuit. Firstly, you have to decide what output you want. As the LM having an
output voltage range of 1. We can adjust the output voltage by two external resistor connected
through the adjustable pin of the IC. If we talk about the input voltage it can be in range of 3 to
40v DC. Generally the recommended value of resistor R1 is ohms but not fixed you can change
it too as per your requirement , we can vary the resistor R2. You can directly find the value of
the output voltage or resistor R2 by using the formula below:. This voltage regulator circuit is
very simple. The adjustable pin is connected with the two external resistor, and connected with
the Vout pin of the IC. The capacitor C2 is used for the filtering the output voltage received from
the Vout pin. And then the output voltage received across the capacitor C2. Check the full
working Video below. Recommended Posts. Making the Grade with Linux at the Intelligent Edge.
Get embedded world Delivered Right to Your Door. Securing the Next Generation of Connected
Vehicles. Embedded Insiders Podcast: The Immortal 8-bit. Get Our Weekly Newsletter! Helena
St. Related Content. How to make a Supercapacitor Charger Circuit. Soft Start Circuit for Power
Supply. Ni-Cd Battery Charger Circuit. Comments Log in or register to post Comment. PIN
Description. The LM device is an adjustable three-terminal positive-voltage regulator capable of
supplying more than 1. In addition, it has the advantages of wide voltage regulation range, good
voltage stability performance, low noise and high ripple suppression ratio. IV Basic Protection
Circuit. VI Overcurrent Protection Circuit. IX Constant Current Circuit. X Programmable Circuit.
XI Adjustable Voltage Calibrator. Component Datasheet. Figure 1. LM basic circuit diagram. The
basic circuit of LM is shown in Figure 1. C1 is the input capacitance. The recommended value is
0. C2 is the output capacitance, which can improve the transient response. LM voltage regulator
block has a minimum stable working current. Some data call it the minimum output current, and
some data call it the minimum discharge current. The minimum stable operating current is
generally 1. Due to the different manufacturers and models of the LM voltage regulator block,
the minimum stable operating current is also different, but it is generally not greater than 5mA.
When the output current of LM voltage regulator block is less than its minimum stable working
current, LM voltage regulator block can not function. When the output current of LM voltage
regulator block is greater than its minimum stable working current, LM voltage regulator block
can output stable DC voltage. If you do not pay attention to the minimum stable working current
when making voltage stabilized power supply with LM voltage regulator block as shown in
Figure 2 , the following abnormal phenomena may occur in your regulated power supply: The
load voltage and no-load voltage output are different. Figure 2. LM regulated power supply
diagram. Figure 3 is a soft-start circuit using LM At the moment of power-on, the voltage of CE1
cannot change suddenly. Q1 is biased by R1 and R2 to be saturated and conduction, so that
RP1 is short-circuited, which is equivalent to the grounding of the adjustment terminal of LM
The power output is 1. As the charging time of C2 increases, the output voltage gradually rises.
The function of D1 is to quickly release the charge on C2 after the power is turned off, ensuring
a normal soft start for the next startup. Figure 3. Soft-Start Circuit. D2 is the input short-circuit
protection diode. CE1 is the filter capacitor at the regulating end, which has the function of
stabilizing output and soft starting circuit. D1 is the output short-circuit protection diode. When
the output terminal is short-circuited, CE1 discharges through D1. C1 is the input filter capacitor
and C2 is the output filter capacitor. In actual use, the input and output are best connected in
parallel by large and small capacitors. Figure 4. Basic protection circuit. The constant current
charging circuit is shown in Figure 5. Figure 5. Circuit diagram of constant current charging.
The current-limiting charging circuit is shown in Figure 6. Figure 6. Current limiting charging
circuit diagram. Figure 7. Over current protection circuit diagram. Figure 8. Extending Current
Circuit. If the VZ value of the regulator tube is less than the maximum voltage difference
between input and output 40V , the output voltage can be increased. When the output is short
circuited, VZ and U1 are easy to be damaged, which is the disadvantage of basic high voltage
output circuit. Figure 9. High voltage output circuit. Figure Constant current circuit.
Programmable Circuit. Adjustable voltage calibrator. LM Datasheet. The LM serves a wide
variety of applications including local, on card regulation. This device can also be used to make
a programmable output regulator, or by connecting a fixed resistor between the adjustment and
output, the LM can be used as a precision current regulator. The LM is an adjustable voltage
linear regulator that can output 1. There is no functional difference as they are one in the same.
The T at the end just indicates that it's in a TO package. They usually tag on extra things after
the part name to reference things like package, temp range, etc. The LM is an adjustable
three-terminal positive-voltage regulator capable of supplying more than 1. By using a
heat-sinked pass transistor such as a 2N Q1 we can produce several amps of current far above

the 1. The circuit consists of a low-side resistor and high-side resistor connected in series
forming a resistive voltage divider which is a passive linear circuit used to produce an output
voltage which is a fraction of its input voltage. It requires only two external resistors to set the
output voltage. The device features a typical line regulation of 0. Testing lmt. If you look to the
ic, the legs towards you, the right one is the input pin. LM works on a very simple principle. It is
a variable voltage regulator i. LM Audio Amplifier Circuit. I DescriptionThis blog uses LM
integrated block as the core device to make a simple sound amplifier. Its production cost is
relatively low. This blog is suitable for beginners to learn about power IntroductionLM is a
high-stability low-frequency integrated phase-locked loop decoder. Due to its good noise
suppression ability and center frequency stability, it is widely used in the decoding of
DescriptionDS is a low-power real-time clock chip wit
waterproof auto relay box
07 chevy impala
2004 ford explorer suspension diagram
h trickle current charging capability. It can time the year, month, day, week, hour, minute, and
second. The chip is designed to be used in high-performance memory-decoding or data-routing
applications, requiring very short propagation del Alliance Semiconductor Co Ametherm
Amphenol Aerospace Operat Introduction The LM device is an adjustable three-terminal
positive-voltage regulator capable of supplying more than 1. Photo Mfr. Leave a Reply Cancel
reply. Comment Is Empty. Name Needed. Invalid Email Email Needed. Code Needed. Share this
on:. V Charging Circuit. What is lm used for? What is the maximum input voltage of lm? What is
the difference between lm and lmt? Is lm a transistor? How does an lm work? What is IC lm?
How do I know if my lm is working? What is the working priciple of lm? How to make a simple
voltage regulator circuit using LM? Company: Texas Instruments. In Stock: Inquiry. In Stock: On
Order Inquiry. Company: ON Semiconductor. Price: Call. Company: STMicroelectronics.

